
Chapter 7 

7. Conclusion and recommendations 

7.1 Analysis and results 

1. Using capacitor banks at 33kV sub distribution level to compensate reactive power 
requirement and therein, to maintain voltage stability at same level is economical and 
effective in the CEB system. 

11. Occasions where the capacitor banks are switched ON and OFF manually by over
riding the auto controller was frequently observed. This says that the switching criteria 
are not fully tit to the requirements in CEB system. The observations also show that 
present switching criteria at the selected substation neither maximize nor optimize the 
utilization. 

111. Simulations with PSCAD models prove the technical feasibility of maximum 
capacitor bank connections to the point at which they are fixed without violating the 
standards. Voltage rise due to reactive power injection, effects to voltage distortion 
and resonance due to harmonics with additional capacitor banks, switching capabilities 
of the on-load tap changer and the capabilities of A VR to handle voltage variations 
due to reactive power injection are the factors considered in the PSCAD simulations. 
The results and analysis reveals that it is possible to achieve the purpose without 
violating otherwise maintaining below the recommended limits of all relevant 
parameters. 

IV. PSCAD simulations indicates that the maximum voltage rise under different capacitor 
bank combinations (with effective Tap control) tor 21 '\ 22m1 & 24th arc 77.57kV, 
77.8kV & 77.17kV respectively. The maximum percentage rise for high voltage side 
is . 3 3% and that for low voltage side is 0. 95%. 

v. For the worst case of conditions (which will never be allowed by the network 
operators), 

• Maximum continues voltage at 132 bus bar is 145kV 
• The minimum sub station load 17.2MW+9.6Mvar 

PSCAD simulations indicate that the maximum low voltage rise is 3.8% and that for 
HV side is 0.56%. 

v1. In the case of effects due to resonance for the selected substation, PSCAD simulation 
results shows that it occurs at an inter-harmonic condition in between 4th and 5th 
harmonics under any load condition or under any capacitor bank I transformer 
combination. Nom1ally, the system does not have such inter-harmonics as per the 
harmonic measurements recorded for the selected sub station. For other sub stations 
also, such harmonics arc not present. 

vn. PSCAD simulation results indicate that the highest impedance points seen by the 
harmonic currents sometimes tall at inter-harmonics and sometimes on harmonic 
frequencies. The harmonics at which these happens slightly changes with the 
configuration and load as well. However, the voltage distortion levels remains 
marginally below 8% which is the accepted level [ 11]. 
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VIII. Local voltage variation due to added reactive power can be handled by the A VR and 
tap changer controls so that any combination ofbanks is feasible to connect. 

tx. The current through the tap changer does not exceed its switching capacity. 

x. Reactive power controlled based switching is a very much economical method of 
capacitor bank controlling as far as the utilization, loss reduction and capacity release 
is concerned. Only problem a utility may face is that, some times especially in light 
load conditions with long transmission lines, there may be a necessity to have some 
reactive power to reduce the Ferranti effects. In such cases, minimizing reactive power 
consumption is not desired. 

XI. In real sense, t()r a utility like CEB where most of the generation is concentrated to 
certain areas, maintaining voltage stability may be a real challenge than reducing 
losses using capacitor banks. In such a, voltage control based capacitor switching will 
he a good solution. 

7.2 Conclusion 

Considering all these factors discussed so far, followings are the conclusions from this 
research study. 

1. Present capacitor bank switching philosophy based on power factor regulation 
does not give maximum benefits to the CEB transmission network. This scheme 
neither maximizes nor optimises the utilization. 

11. Considering the installed capacttics and step sizes in each substation, it is 
technically possible to utilize the full installed capacities in all substations without 
violating the technical standards. 

111. Therefore, it is technically feasible to back teed the excess capacitor bank capacity 
tor reactive power compensation in the transmission network. 

IV. Usc of a switching policy based on reactive power control or voltage control is 
more useful as tar as the CEB system is considered. Reactive power based 
switching which is simple, is useful tor loss minimization and voltage based 
control is useful when voltage stability is concerned. 

v. Considering the factors discussed in 7.1 viii and ix, tor network like CEB, it is 
useful to consider the controllers with multi-parameter or Boolean switching 
options. Reactive power and voltage can be the parameters to be considered in the 
switching decisions. 

7.3 Recommendations for future studies 

When introducing a switching criterion based on the voltage, the co-relation between AVR 
loop and capacitor controller loop is an important factor and need to be studied in details. 
Therefore it is recommended to study an algorithm to correlate these two control loops who 
tries to control the same parameter at the same time, to avoid unnecessary pumping of 
capacitor hanks and hunting the tap changer. 
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